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2015 Living Now Book Awards: Gold Medal winner - Health & Wellness category Keep food guilt,
worry, and calorie counting behind. In Food Guilt No More, Lindsey Smith--the Food Feeling
Girl--helps you uncover patterns of guilt and emotional eating that undermine your relationship with
food and demonstrates how to replace guilt with like. And because health
transformation--overcoming food guilt, taming cravings, and eating the right path to
happiness--starts in the kitchen, more than 70 highlighted recipes fill up your plate and kick-start
your new, satisfying, and guilt-free method of eating with joy and love. Along the way, you will
discover mood-boosting foods that you'll love and that energize and maintain you. Whether you
crave kale or cookies, doughnuts or dinners out, you can savor your treats even while you break
the bad cycle of meals guilt, stress related and psychological eating once and for all.
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Food Freedom! Many thanks Lindsey for posting your tale and wisdom with us all. ~This isn't just an
excellent cookbook with nutrition solutions, but also an amazing guide to making you feel great just
the way you are! One of my favorite parts of 'Food Guilt No Even more' is "Body Love. I can't wait
to get started making the dishes; Lindsey’s insightful approach even brought satisfaction to and
empowered me to re-establish a far more loving relationship to food that I believed could never
happen. I cannot wait to provide this to my teen child to read so she can it and constantly know,
she is "enough. A must read for all who wish to enhance their relationship with meals!Lindsey Smith
is a storyteller. She shares, in her personal phrases, her struggles and how she's overcome her
own emotions of guilt to live a wholesome, happy life! Like yourself and Repeat as necessary”. I
really like the recipes, and also have given the publication to my frazzled working-mom-of two child.!
Her personal story of struggle is effective and more than relatable as she recounts the difficulties
that she acquired with that endless routine of indulgence and guilt. I think this would have to be the
very best book I've ever browse in creating simplicity in turning your relationship with the kitchen
around (go through dieting, guilt, aversion tactics to food). I believe most people can relate with the
discussions in this book and the author's experiences, even if they do not have significant issues in
their relationship with meals. I also LOVED the affirmations with each recipe. It reminded me of a
vegan restaurant I used to go to and they did similar factors, including asking what you are grateful
for by the end of the food. The author's method of mindful eating and savoring every section of the
meal is so rewarding and balancing. I also totally agree with her dialogue of how our feeling
switches into our food when we make, and my son knows that the #1 component in all food I
make for him is like. After all food is certainly nourishment and we must consume to live. It could be
a stressful, depressing topic, but this publication is incredibly positive, encouraging, and pressure
free of charge. Highly recommended! I felt therefore uplifted and inspired when i finished it! Lindsey
hits the nail on the head with Food Guilt FORGET ABOUT.. She displays us how our cravings are
meaningful and a high fat meals can certainly be nourishing, if that is what our body truly needs at
that time. Lindsey also assists us decode our cravings and understand how to satisfy them in a
way that will be most appropriate to our bodies. Well done! Fun, helpful and yummy examine!-Marie
Ann Mosher#1 Bestselling AuthorLifestyle Design Master Pick it up, quit the cravings and obtain an
incredible set of go to recipes!. I bought the book last spring and I am pleased to report that I have
made tons of the dishes including in the publication! LOVE! The suggestions and awareness of
things I can trying when I am having cravings have already been really helpful. xo Lynne This book
rocks !! Lindsey approaches the problem of food guilt with . I ran across this publication and fell in
like instantly!. This book is awesome! Lindsey approaches the problem of meals guilt with honesty,
humor, and fun. Lindsey shares her inspirational stories of overcoming . I cherished the intermingling
of stories, anecdotes, and recipes. Thanks a lot Lindsay - that is a brilliant book in the art of life. All
of her works are so inspiring to me and I'd definitely recommend this reserve to anyone Lindsey's
message in Meals Guilt FORGET ABOUT is incredibly empowering! She's the right idea with regards
to loving yourself plenty of never to let yourself feel guilty about the meals on your plate. Most of her
works are so inspiring to me and I would definitely recommend this book to anyone." Thank you. I
must say i can't say enough wonderful reasons for having Lindsey Smith's book, "Food Guilt
FORGET ABOUT".. Her book is indeed engaging and loaded with wonderful information that spoke
so true to my center. I began reading it and may not place it down.! It is as though she were
speaking right to me.0 out of 5 stars meant for “Food Guilt No More”! With dishes that are healthful
AND simple - it implies that eating healthy does not have to be tough. Eat real Meals. As recovering
glucose addict myself (not to mention being catholic) I too have spent too many hours, even days
sense guilty about my food choices. I can completely identify using what she was saying about how



our relationship with food can stem from a childhood circumstance or memory. I am thankful for this
book to guide and give common-sense answers to give fellow meals junkies. This makes a fabulous
double purchase because once you read it, you'll experience everyone around you requirements it
too! I do believe (a lot more so after scanning this helpful reserve) that food is a wonderful pleasure
to enjoy and appreciated because it is what keeps us alive and fills us with the nutrition our
anatomies need, and not to think about it in a poor way. Lindsey’s publication is loaded with
wisdom and genuine encouragement. Decode and Satisfy Your Cravings! Many thanks to the writer
for your transparency and clever writing skills for you personally have crafted an ideal “how-to”
guide to greatly help people liberate from emotional eating. She teaches the reader how to
overcome harmful patterns and relationships with food, and encourages them to embrace all that is
great and nourishing for the body... An instant and easy read. A much needed guide nowadays of
over indulgence, guilt, cravings, etc. I must say i enjoyed it! Great for Recipes and Guidelines!
Lindsey shares her inspirational tales of overcoming meals guilt and assists the reader determine
their own food problems and how to overcome them. It has been a great referral publication for my
nutrition clients. With this book as the guide compared to that freeing journey one can begin to enjoy
the art of loving one-personal and loving food as nourishment in a wholesome non-abusive way. I
loved it! This is a truly inspiring book! I really like the exercises. It helps put things into perspective
such as motives for over eating. I would recommend it to anyone suffering with meals guilt and
body confidence issues. Love Food Guilt No More! 5. Her stories felt as though they were my very
own. Lindsey Smith addresses the shame and guilt that meals can stir inside our souls. As an ex-
food junkie, anorexic and bulimic who spent years dealing with an psychological eating disorder and
wrestling with the thought of “good meals” versus “bad food” I can finally say I've made peace with
food. An instant and easy browse. This book is actually helpful information to finally tame detrimental
self-loathing over food choices. Great quality recipes, anecdotes and useful solutions. It is this
essential message for ALL to hear, especially women. Finally, I had fun reading this book. She
shows us the way the difference between a harmful or nourishing food is actually just how we
perceive it and value it, not really it in just how many calories or how much fats it contains..
however, not live to consume. Since becoming a Coach, I have realized that I am not by yourself
and this can be an all too common, yet not highly discussed silent struggle. I didn't realize just how
much I connected with what she was talking about until I had the privilege of reading her heartfelt
terms of her own journey with food. I really enjoyed it! I cannot wait to begin with making ... This
book was very well thought out, engaging, and inspiring. It hit house for me in many ways. She
shares easy dishes as well!" They are action steps we can each try start living and consuming for
ourselves. edible and non-edible! I really like how she demonstrates the relationship to food a lot of
us experience, yet don’t need to talk about. I really like her message in this publication to "Think
good thoughts. Flavor without guilt. Food Guilt FORGET ABOUT is a good win! For anyone that has
ever struggled with meals addiction, Food Guilt No More offers powerful insight into one of the
biggest pitfalls most individuals face when trying to deal with food and temptation. Food guilt forget
about is the real deal! This is a classic wonderful and extremely creative book This is a classic
wonderful and intensely creative book! A powerful read for anyone seeking to take control and
have "food guilt forget about". I think this would need to be the best book I've ever go through in
creating simplicity in ... I must say i appreciated how the writer shared her story throughout the
book, little by little, and flawlessly paired it with relevant topics and recipes. But no more! Great
publication..she loves it as much as I do. I love how she gives simple tips to change our relationship
with food to no longer place guilt around it. Thank you Lindsey, for addressing this essential subject!
Lindsey hits it out from the park with her delicious and simple recipes that offer full taste and a filled



abdomen. I highly recommend this book for all those experiencing food guilt. This publication goes
deeper into the root cause and contains great tools, tips and recipes to assist you on your journey!
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